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3.2.6. Time ConsfanL
The ttme constant
of the instrument5
used to measure
the
inlet and outlet water temperatures
shall be
no greater than 5 seconds.
3.3 Liquid Flow Measurements. The accuracy of the liquid flow rate measurement.
using the calibration
if furnished.
shall be
equal to or less than ? 1% of the measured
value In mass units per unit time.
3.4. Eleclnc Enersw The electrIcal energy
used shall be measured with an instrument
and associated readout device that BIG accurate within 2 1% of the reading.
3.5. Fossi Fucis. The quantity of fuel used
by the water heater shall be measured with
an instrument Bnd associated readout device
that is accurate within 2 1% of the reading.
3.6. Mass Mcasuremenfs.
Mu
measurements shall be made measured with Instruments that are accurate within 2 1% of the
reading or 0.1 lbm. whichever is greater.
3.7. Hectrng I’cltle The higher
heating
value of the natural gas. propane. or fuel oil
shall be measured with an instrument
and
assoctated readout device that is accurate
withm = 1% of the reading. The heating
value of natural gas and propane must be
corrected
for local temperature
and pressure conditions.
3.8. Time. The elapsed ttme measurements
shall be measured with an instrument
that
is accurate u-tthin f 0.5 seconds per hour.
4. Installatton

4.1. Wafer Heaftng
Mounting. A water
heater desrnned to be free standing shall be
installed according to the manufacturer’s
directlons on a V, inch thick plywood platform
supported by three 2 x 4 inch runners. If
the water heater Is not approved for installation on combustible
flooring. suitable noncombustible
matertal
shall be placed
between it and the platform. For heat pump
water heaters without a storage tank supplied by the manufacturer.
connections
shail be made With a storage Lank as described in section 4.9.3 and in accordance
with
manufacturer-published
tnstallation
InstructIons.
The storage
tank
and heat
pump section shall be placed on platform(s)
constructed
as previously described.
If in-
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stallation materials are not provided by the
heat pump manufacturer.
use uninsulated 8
foot long connecttng hoses. having an inside
diameter
of K inch. Wall mounted
water
heaters shall be Installed In accordance wlth
manufacturer-published
installation instructions on a simulated wall section made from
% inch plywood and 2 x 4 inch studs. Placement in the test room shall be In an area
protected from drafts.
4.2. Water SupPry- The water supply shall
be capable of deUveting water at condltlons
as specified in sectton 2.
4.3. Wafer Znlef and Ouflcf ConffguraLion
Inlet and outlet piping co~ectIons
shall be
configured q& illustrated in Figures 1. 2. or 3
except a water heater 36 inches high or less.
(commonly
referred to = an under counter
or table top model) intended for installation
either beneath. adjacent to or in conJunction with a counter shall have the Inlet and
outlet connectloru
configured as illustrated
in Figures 4a and 4b. Type “L” hard copper
tubing. the same size ;LS the connectlons
on
the water heater shall be CoMeCted to the
tank and extend 24 inches in length. If a
water heater 36 inches high or less is not
factory equipped with pipe to extend the
field connection
point of the water heater
lines to outside of the Jacket or cabinet,
type “L” hard copper tubing shall be used
to extend the water line horizontally
to the
exterior
of the jacket or cabinet. Unions
may be utilized to facilitate lnstallatlon and
removal of the piping arrangements. A pressure gauge and diaphragm expansion
tank
shall be installed in the supply water piping
at a location upstream of the 24 tnch cold
water inlet pipe. An appropriately
rated
pressure and temperature relief valve shall
be installed on all water heaters at the port
specified
by the manufacturer.
Dtscharge
piping for the relief valve shall be non-metalllc. If heat traps and/or plplng insulation
and/or
pressure relief valve insulation are
supplied wlth the water heater, then they
shall
be Installed
for testing.
Clearance
shall be provided such that none of the
piping contacts
other surfaces In the test
room.
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4.4. Fuel and/or
Ek
E7utpV Consumption.
11
instruments
which meaS
the quantity
and rate *
and/or
fossll fuel cons)
8.nce with section 3.
4.5. In&ma1
Storage
Mea.wre7nents.
Instail
measurement
sensors
herter tank with a ver
kast four inches betwet,
A temperature sensor s!
the Vertical mldpolnt
f
ecwal volume
nodes wit
designate the equal volt
mrtition
the &%.a1 volti
much zm is posslblc. the
should be posltioned au:
elements.
anodic
protc
walls. and flue pipe wal;
accommodate
six temp.
meet the installaticn
Y
above, knstall the maxim
501% which comply wt!.
quirements.
The temp?
be installed either thro
device opening; (2) the
or (3) the hot water
through the relief valve
water outlet. a tee fitt
ps applicable.
shall be
possibIe to its origina;
water outlet includes a
trap shall be installed 1
ting. Added fittings
sf;
thermal insulation
ha:
hr.ft*-‘F/Btu.
4.6. Ambtenl Tempeair temperature
shall b
mately
at the verLlc;I
heater and approxlma’
surface
of the water
shall be shielded aga1n.c
4.7. Inlet and Outlc:
Measurements. Install
in the cold-water
inlet
outlet pipe as shown 17.
applicable.
4.8. Mow Control. .’
shall be installed to F
fied within sectlon ii
4.9. Flue Requtremcx
4.9.1. Otl-Ftred Walt
draft at the flue collz
manufxcturefs
IitPrn
draft by using a sul f.
pipe connected
to t!:
outlet and directed it
an oil-fired water bra.
tally discharging
dra:
degree elbow having a
largest flue collar SIT
shall be connected to
A length of vent PIPP
the draft shall by rf~
fitting and orlenled
:
upward. Direct vent ’
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4.4. Fuel and/or Electrical Power and
Energy Consumptron Install one or more
Instruments which measure. as appropriate.
the quantity and rate of electrlcal
energy
and/or fossil fuel consumption
In accordance with section 3.
4.5. Internal Storage Tank Temperature
temperature
Install
six
Mecuurementx
measurement
sensors
inside
the
wa.ter
heater tank with a vertical distance of at
least four inches between successive sensors.
A temperature sensor shall be positioned at
the vertical midpoint of each of the six
equal volume nodes with the tank. Nodes
designate the equal volumes Used to evenly
partition the Cotal volume of the tank. As
much as is po&blc. the temperature
sensor
should be positioned away from any heating
tlemenu.
anodic protective
devices,
tank
walls. and flue pope walls. If the tank cannot
accommodate
s1x temperature
sensors and
meel the instal1rCion requirements specified
above. install the maximum number of sensors whxh comply with the installation
requirements. The temperature
sensors shall
be installed either through; (1) The anodic
device opening. (2) the relief valve openrng:
or (3) the hot water outlet.
If insCa.lled
tnrough the relief valve opening or the hot
water outlet. _ Cee fitting or outlet pipmg.
as applicable. shall be installed 8s close as
possible to i& orlginal locatlon. If the hot
water outlet includes a heat trap. the heat
crap shall be ~rM.alled on top of the tee fitting. Added fittings shall be covered with
thermal insulation having an R value of 4
hr.:tZ.‘F,/Btu.
4.6. Amble&
Temperature.
The ambient
air temperature shall be measured approxiof the
mately at the vertical rmd-point
heater and approximately
2 feet from the
surface of the waler heater. The sensor
shall be shielded against radiation.
4.7. Inlet and Outlet
Wafer Temperature
MeaJutements.
Install temperature
sensors
in the coid-water inlet pipe and hot-water
outlet pipe z shown in Figures 1. 2. or 3’. as
applicabie.
4.8. ~‘lou~ Control.
A flow control
valve
shall be mstalled to provide flow as speci- ‘
fied wIthIn section 5.
4.9. Flue Requirmlents.
4.9.1. OIZ-FI~P~ Water Heaters.
Establish a
draft at the flue collar as specified In the
manufacturer’s
literature.
Establish
the
draft by USIW a sufficient
length of vent
pipe connected
to the water heater flue
outlet and directed vertically upward. For
an oil-fIred water heater having a horizontally discharging
draft hood ouciet. at 90
degree elbow having a diameter equal to the
largest flue collar size of the draft hood
shall be connected to the draft hood outlet.
A length of vent pipe sufficient to establish
the draft shall be connected
to the elbow
fitting and oriented Co discharge vertically
Upward. Dlrert vent oil-fired water heaters
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should be installed with venting equipment
85 specified in the manufacturer’s
instructions. using the minimum vertical and horizontal lengths of vent pipe recommended
by
the manufacturer.
4.9.2. Gas-Fired Water Heaters. Establish a
natural draft in the following manner. For
gas-fired water heaters having a vertically
discharging draft hood outlet. a 5 foot vertical vent pipe extension having a diameter
equal to the IPrgest flue collar size of the
draft hood shall be connected
to the draft
hood outlet. Por gas-flred
water heaters
having, a horizontally
dlscharglng
draft
hood odtlet. a 90 degree elbow having a diameter equal TV the largest flue collar size
of the draft hood shall be connected to the
draft hood outlet. A 5 foot length of vent
pipe shall be connected
to the elbow and
oriented to discharge vertically upward.
Direct vent gas-fired water heaters shall
be Installed wth venting equipment
speclfied
in the manufacturer’s
lnstructlons
using the minimum vertical and horizontal
lengths of vent pipe recommended
by the
manufacturer.
4.9.3. Heat Pump Water
Heater
Storage
Tank The tank to be used for testing a heat
pump water heater without a Cank supplied
by the manufacturer
shall be an electric
storage type water heater having a volume
of 47.0 gallons -c 1 gallon with an Energy
Factor of 0.87 2 .Ol as determined
in accordance with section 6.1.7 with two 4.5 kW
heatmg
elements
controlled
in such
a
manner as to prevent both elements from
operating simultaneously.
5. Test Procedures
5.1. Storage
Tank and Heat Pump
Water
Heaters.
5.1.1. Defenntnation
of Storage
Tank
Volume. Determine the storage capacity. V.,,
of the water heater under test. in gallons.
by subtracting
the tare weight-measured
while the tank is empty-from
the gross
weight of the storage tank completely
filled
with water with all air eliminated and line
pressure applied as described in section 2.5.
and dividing the resulting net weight by the
density of water at the appropriate
temperature.
5.1.2. SeftIng
the Thermostat
/or a hermostatically
Operated
Water Heater. Starting with a tank of supply water. initiate
normal operation of the water heater. After
cut.out. observe the mean tank temperature
(based
on the six temperature
sensors)
every minute until the maximum
value is
observed.
Determine
whether
this maxlmum value of the mean tank temperature is
withm the range of 135-F -rS’F. If not. turn
off the water heater. adJUSt the thermostat.
and refill the tank with supply water. Then.
initiate
normal
operation
of the water
heater. and once again determine the maxi-
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dut the duration of each dnw. Altemative1~. a water meter may be rrsed to directly
measure the volume of water wtthdrawn.
Record
the maximum
outlet temperature
which occurs during the drrw as T,,,. The
withdrawal of water shall umtlnue until the
outlet temperature
drops to a value 25’F
below T,... defined 85 T,
at which time
the draw shall be termlnakd.
Record the
average outlet temperature
and mass removed as T..,., and M,. respectively.
If the
thermostat acts to reduce tbc supply of fuel
to the main burner or electrial
input to the
upper heating element of a multiple
element electric
water heater. or electrical
input to a waker heater having a single element or multlpie elements which operate simultaneouslY.
before one hour has elapsed,
initlate a second draw. During the draw
record the outlet fluid temperatures
bcginning 15 seconds after initiating
the draw
and at every subsequent
5 second interval
throughout
the duration of each draw until
the outlet temperature
drops to T,,,.
at
which time the draw is terminated. Record
the average outlet temperatures
as well as
the masS removed. Continue this sequence
of events until one hour has elapsed. If a
draw is currently takmg place. continue the
draw until the outlet tempemture
reaches
T ml”. and record the clasped time between
the previously recorded time, at the beginning of the first draw, and the termination
of this final draw as .+ If a draw is not
taking place at the end of one hour, wait
until the thermostat
acts to reduce the
supply of fuel to the main burner or electrical input Co the upper heating element of a
multiple element electric water heater. or
electrical input to a water heater having a
.single element or multiple ekments
which
loperate simultaneously.
Co initiate the final
#draw. During the final draw. record the
outlet fluid temperature
beginning 15 sectonds after initlatmg the draw and at every
subsequent
5 secona intervals throughout
the duration of the draw until the outlet
temperature
drops Co T,,,. at which time
the draw is Cermlnated. Record the clasped
time between the prevlousiy recorded time.
at the beginning of the first draw. and the
termmatlon
of the final dnw
as -*,. In
either case. record the outlet temperatures
and the maSS removed
dunng the flnal
‘draw
5.1.5. 24 Hour Simulated Use TesC During
the simulated use test. a total of 64.3 gallons
Bre removed. With the water heater turned
‘off. fill the water heater wtt.h supply water
and apply pressure 85 described in section
2.1.5. Turn on the water heater and associated heat pump unit. if present. Walt until
8cutouc occurs at 135-F -cS’F. u specified in
section 2.1.4. After the cutout occurs. messure the mean tank temperature
using the
temperature sensors described in section 4.5
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te until the maximum mean stortemperature
ls achieved.
The
er may be operated through up
ccesslve cycles of drawing 10 gal891. permitting recovery between
.T k+;e &&h--w,
pri or to the start of the test.
; ;.<I:.wd
at this time (deslgnatecl as .=O). the
*. - .$%‘tank
temperature
(T-1. and the oil,
,;,‘--&~~,~and electrical energy measurements
as
_~ :mprfat.e.
Begin the 24 hour simulated
~~~‘k&Tlcst
by drawtng an amount of water out
-.,I I ~~‘%?‘%hc water heater equivalent to one-sixth
!- ‘2 &&he
daily hot water usage. 64.3 gallons.
. . .,‘@cofd
the average storage tank and ambi-;.a2
temperature every 15 minutes through1 .- YOMthe 24 hour stmuiated use test unless rem
or a draw is occurring.
At elapsed
f’P&t
Intervals of one. two. three, four and
3
“%ve hours from .=OL initiate addltlonal
2
Cram removrng an amount of water equiva$-&xL to one-sixth
of 64.3 gallons. with the
-nrxLnurn allowable deviation for any single
‘:-&a~ oeing ~0.5 gallons. The quantity of
--‘Peter drawn durmg the sixth draw shall be
:5’increased
or decreased as necessary such
f
-x ‘31~ the total volume of water withdrawn
f
. C &~ll be equal to 64.3~ 1.0 gailons.
‘y:- All draws during the simulated use test
$
.x.
-* ~‘t to De made a: ilow rates of 3.023.0 gal-..~;lons per minute. Measurements
of the Inlet
f
“
-..
a _ nnd outlet
temperatures
shall be made be,,
a
2’7~mg
15 seconds after the draw is initlatc
-y$ ea and at every subsequent
5 second interval
u+
=
&throughout
tne duration of each draw. The
$.
c
rrithmetic
mean of the hot water discharge
~- ,-a temperature and the cold water inlet tern..
?;
--+:pcmtur~
shall be determlned for each draw.
‘- - -& Record the scale or meter readmg. as approt$-~~- 7 pnate. after each draw. At the end of the re.
?f- 2;.
covers
period
followmg
the first draw.
3 ._ ‘c record the maximum mean tank tempera.
2
<- ture observed after cut-out. T,.,.
and the
Ft :wS. energy consumed, Q. for oil, gas. and heat.
-..i
pump
water
heaters
includmg
auxtliar>
f
3
Y energy such as pilot hghts. pumps. fans. etc.
, s
For heat pump water heaters Q.. is the sum
,-of the energy consumed by the heat pump
2.
.-P
and the electrical
heatmg elements(s).
At the end of the recovery period followlng the sixth draw. record the total electric
and/or fuel energy consumption.
Q... and
the scale reading or the meter reading. aS
appropriate. If a water scale is used, determme the net Weight of the water with&au-n. M,,, in pounds. Record the maxlmum vaiue of the mean tank temperature
after cutout as T.,. Except as noted below.
allow the water heater to remam !n the
standby mode until 24 hours have elapsed
from the start of the test. ,=O. Prevent the
water heater from begmning
a recovery
cycle during the last hour of the test by
tumxng off the electrrc power to the electrical heating elements
and heat pump. l.f
present. or by turning down the fuel supply
to the main burner at an elapsed time of 23
hours. If a recovery is taking Plze at an
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elapsed time of 23 hours. wait until the recovery is complete before reducing the electrical and/or
fuel supply
to the water
heater. At 24 hours, record the mean tank
temperature.
T,,. and the electrkc and/or
fuel instrument
readings.
Determine
the
total energy consumption
during the entire
24 hour simulated
use test, Q. Record the
time interval between the time at which the
maximum
mean tank temperature
is observed after the sixth draw and the end of
the 24 hour test ;LS ..,.,.,. Record the tlme
during which water was not being withdrawn from the water heater during the
entire 24 hqur period ;LS..,.,.t.
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5.2 Instantaneow

Water Heaters

5.2.1. Setting the Outlet Discharge Temperature. Inittate
normal
operation
of the
water heater at the full input rattng. Monitor the discharge water temperature and set
to a value of 135-F 2 5’F In accordance with
the
manufacturer’s
instructions.
If the
water heater is not capable of providlng 3.00
- 0.25 gallons per minute then adjust the
flow rate as necessary to achieve the specifled discharge
water temperature.
Record
the corresponding
flow I%&.?BS V,,. If the
lnstanlaneous
water heater incorporates
a
controller
which permits continous
burner
operation at a reduced input rate. adjust the
flow rate as necessary to achieve a discharge
water temperature
of 135’ 2. 5-F while
maintaining
the
minimum
input
rate.
Record the corresponding
flow rate. V,,,. If
an outlet temperature
of 135’ 2 S’F cannot
be achieved at the minimum allowable
flow
rate permitted
by the instantaneous
water
heater. record the flow rate as V,,, and the
outlet temperature 85 T,,,.
5.2.2. Power Input Determination. For oil
and gas flow actuated water heaters, adjust
the burners to the maximum
firing rate
value specified by the manufacturer.
5.2.3. Ftrst Hour Rating Test for Instantaneous Water Heaters. Establish”
normal
heater operation
at the maximum
input
rate with the discharge water temperature
set in accordance
with section 5.2.1. Record
the tlme. oil, and/or gas meters as appropriate. Do not interrupt
electrical or fuel to
the water heater. Draw and collect water
withdrawn from the water heater. while recording the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures beginning 15 seconds after the draw IS
initiated and at every subsequent
5 second
interval
throughout
the duration
of the
draw in a sultable container for the purpose
of determining
its weight at the conclusiorl
of the test. Alternatively.
a water meter
may be used to directly measure the value
of water withdrawn. At the end of one hour
terminate the draw. Determine the maSS of
water wlthdrawn.
M,,,“. In pounds. or the
volume of water withdrawn. V,,. in gallons
with an error no greater than 2 percent.
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52.4. 24 Hour Srmulated Use Test

as necessary
such that the total
volume of water withdrawn shaJl be equal to
32.15 + 3-V .., k 1.0 gallons. Measurements
of the inlet and outlet water temperatures
shall be made beginning
15 seconds after
the draw is initiated and at every 5 second
interval
throughout
the duration
of the
draw. Determine the arithmetic mean of the
hot water discharge
temperature
and the
cold water inlet temperature for each draw.
Record the scaie or meter r&g.
s appropriate. after each draw. At the end of the recovery
period
following
the first draw,
record ,the energy
consumpUon.
Q,.
Record khe energy consumed prior to rg
fourth draw and at the end of the recovery
period followhrg the fourth dnv. Q,. -,“.
Allow the water heater to remain in the
standby mode until exactly 24 hours have
elapsed from the start of the test. +=O. AC
24 hours. record the electric and/or fuel Instrument
readings. Determine
the energy
consumption
durmg the entire 24 hours simulated use test, Q.
creased

5.2.4.1. Fired Input Instantaneous Waler
Heaters. Establish
normal operation
with
the discharae
water temperature
and flow
race set to values of 135’F 2 5-P and V,,..
respectively. Record the oil. gels. and eleccrical energy measurements.
as rppropriatte.
Benin the 24 hour simulated
use test by
drawing an amount of water out of the
water heater equivalent to one-dxth of the
daily not water usage. 64.3 pllons.
At
elapsed time intervals of one two. three,
four. and five hours from t=O. initiate addltional draws removing an amount of water
equivalent to one-sixth of 64.3 plions.
with
the maximum allowable devitin
for any
single draw being 2 0.5 gallons. The quantity of water drawn during the sixth draw
shall be increased or decreased LS necessiary
such Chat the toCal volume of water wlthdrawn shall be equal to 64.321.0
gallolns.
Measurements
of the inlet and outlet water
temperatures
shall be made beginning
15
seconds after the draw IS initiated and at
every 5 second interval throughout
the duration of the draw. The arithmetic mean of
the hot water discharge temperature
Elnd
the cold water inlet temperature shall be determined for each draw. Record the scale or
meter reading. as appropriatC
after each
draw. AC the end of the recovery period :followmg the first draw. record the energy
consumed.
Q,. Allow the water heater Co
remain in the standby mode until exactly 24
hours have elapsed from the start of ‘the
test. t=O. At 24 hours. record the elecCric
and /or fuel mstrument readings. Determine
the energy consumption
durmg the entire
24 hour simulated use test. Q.
5.2.4.2.
Vanable
Input
hsfantaneous
Waler Heaters. If the instantaneous
waker
heater incorporates
a controller which perm1t.s concmuous
burner operation
at a reduced input rate. the first three draws shall
be conducted using the maximum flow rate.
V m... while removing an amount of wa.ter
equlvalenl to one-sixth of 64.3 gaIlons. with
the maxlmum
allowable deviation
for any
one of the three draws bemg z 0.5 gallons.
The second three draus shall be conducted
at V,,,. If an outlet temperature of 135” 2
5-F could not be achieved at the minimum
flow rate permitted
by the instantaneous
water heater. the last three draws should be
lengthened such Chat the volume removeld is
equivalent Co
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6. Compufaf ions
6.1 Sforage Tank Wafer Heaters.
6.1.1. Storage Tank Capacity. The storage
tank capacity is computed using the following-
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tm, represents
the ela
during the first hc
utes
T,.., is the average inle’
ith draw which OCCI.
hour rating test. ‘F
p represents the densit
erage delivery Cemps
and n represents
Cht
which occur during
meter is used in lie
hour rating is

F,,=

60

n

-

x

’
-

Tn. i=l
where V, represents
during the ith dr:
rating test. gal
6.1.3 Recovery Elhctc
ficiency for gas. oil. artype water heaters IS cl
M,C.,!.
rir=

V,,=(W,-W,)/p
V, is the storage capacity
of the
water heater. gallons
W, is the weight of the storage tank completely filled with water. lbm
W, is the tare weight of the empty storage
tank. lbm
p is the density of water at the appropriate
temperature.
lbm/gal.
6.1.2. First Hour Rating Computation.
Compute the first hour rating as
where
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F,,=

-

n

WT..,.

t-T,..,)

1

rmr i = 1 p( 135’F-58.F)
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may be expressed
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1

60

n

-

1

rm, i=l

as

WT.,,.

t-T,,.,)

p(77’P)

where
M, represents
the mazs removed
during the ith draw of the fkst hour
rating test. lbm
T ..,. , is the average dellvery temperature for
the lth draw which occurred during the
first hour rating test. ‘F

with the maxlmun allowable definition for
any one of the three draws being ?z 0.5 ,gallons. The quantity of water dnwn during
the sixth draw shall be increased or de-
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6.1.3 Recovcty EJficiency. The recovery efficlency for gas. oil. and heat WIIIP storage
type water heaters is computed as

?r’
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:y storage
,propriate
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The recovery efficiency
for dectrlc water
heaters with immersed heatbrg elements is
mumed
to be 98 percent.
6.1.4. Hourly Standby Losaa The hourly
standby losses are computed u

Qk, =

Q,,

_

rlr I/Trnk.1

MC,tTz,

- T-1

where
Qb, is the hourly standby
energy
losses,pf the water heater. Btu/hr
Q dk is Me total energy cammer
by the
water heater between the Ume at which
the maximum mean tank temperature IS
observed after the sixth draw and the
end of the 24 hour test, per&f. Btu
M Is the maSS of the water within the storage tank. Ibm
C, is the specific heat of water at the average temperature
CT’,, + T,)/Z.
Btu/lbm
‘F
Tz, is the mean tank temperatnre at the end
of the 24 hour test period. ‘P
T” is the maximum mean tank temperature
observed after the sixth drrw. ‘F
and r.tk.l is the elapsed time between the
time at which the maximum mean tank
temperature
is observed after the sixth
draw and the end of the 24 hour test
period. hours
The standby heat loss coefkient
for the
tank Is computed ZG-

Q,

where M, is the mass withdrawn during th,e
first draw. lbm
C,, LSthe specific heat of water at the average temperature
CT,,., +T,,)/2.
btu/lbm
‘F
T,,., is the average delivery temperature for
the first draw. ‘F
T,., is the average inlet tempenture
for th.e
first draw. ‘F
V, is the storage tank capacity. gal
p is the density of water at the average temperature CT,..., +T,)/Z. lbm/gal
Cd is the specific heat of water at the average temperature
(T,..., +TJ/2.
Btu/lbm
‘F
T ,.., , is the maximum mean tank temperature recorded after cutout following thie
first draw. ‘F
T. is the maximum mean tank temperature
recorded prior to the first draw. lF
and Q, is the total energy used by the water
heater between cutout prior to the fIRit,
draw
and cutout
followku
the flnjt
draw. including auxtllary axrgy
such as
pilot lights. pumps, fans, etr Btu. (Electrical auxiliary energy shall be converted to thermal energy using the following
conversion: 1kWh = 3412.76 Btu.)

UA =

Q,,
T ,.aIk -T-

where T,.,, is the average stomge tank temperature between the time at which the
maximum mean tank temperature is observed after the sixth draw and the end
of the 24 hour test period. T
T . ..tbT is the average ambient temperature
between the time at which the maximum mean tank temperzture
is observed after the sixth draw and the end
of the 24 hour test period. T
and UA is the standby heat lass coefficient
of the storage tank,
BTU
hr ‘F
6.1.5. Daily Waler Heating Enetpy consumplion.
The daily water beating energy
consumption,
Q. is computed as
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Q HID -Q Ill.11-Qwr
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water heating
energy
Thus. the daily energs
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and ambient temperatu
and the temperature
ri:
tank may not be 77’F is
Q, =Q..+Qwm
6.1.7. Enemy Factor.

as-
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the adjusted daily
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value.
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that the temperathe storage tank
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acres the storage

‘he energy
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average delivery tempt
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6.1.8. Annual Eneq
The annual energy c(
age type and heat PUI
lcompu ted asE .*a..,= Q,‘365
where Q, ls the modif]
sumptlon value. Btl
the number of days
6.2. Instanfancow

H

6.2.1. First Hour R
Compute the first hour
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6.2.2. Recovery E

6.2.2.1. Fired Input IN
Healers. The recovery eff
ed as

factor,

l=l

F,, - -

pc-

represents
the
the one hour

rlr =
6

Mtl,

If a water meter is used
the first hour rating 1s con

i=l

Q..=Q,1-(135’F-67.5-F)1UAr~
I(T,,-T-7
where Q,. is the adfusted daily-water beating consumption.
Btu
during
T -,, is the mean tank temperature
the total standby portion. t.,...a. of the
24 hour test. ‘F
T l d*., is the average ambient tempenture
during the total standby portioh
T-.~,
of the 24 hour test. ‘F
UA is the standby heat loss coefficient
for
the storage tank. Btu/hr’F
and T.,.,.I is the number of hours during the
24 hour simulated test when water wps
not being withdrawn
from the water
heater
A modification
is also needed to take into
account that the temperature differexue between the outlet water kmperaturr
and
supply water temperature may not be equivalent
to
the
nominal
value
of
77’F
The
following
ecmatlons
( 135’F- 58-F).
adJust the experimental
data to a naninal
77-F temperature rise.
The energy used to heat water. Btu per
day. may be computed s

-

:

Ta k the average delives.
T,. Is the average inlet tern
and

M,C,(135’F-58.F)

Q WI. 11= L:-

E. is computed
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F,=
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jj 6

difference
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of Energy
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where M, is the mass withdrawn
for the lth
draw (1~1 to 6). Ibm
C, ls the specific heat of water, Btu/lbm
‘P
The energy required
to heat the same
quantity of water over a 77 ‘P temperature
rise. Btu per day. is

The
IS-

Department
which

-T,.J

1

i=l
where Q is the total energy used bg the
water heater during the 24 hours slmulated use test including auxiliary arrgy
such as pilot lights. pumps. fvrr etc.
Btu
C, is the specific heat of water at the average temperature
tT1.+T.)/2. Btu/ka
‘P
M is the mass of water within the s&orge
tank. lbm
T, is the average tank temperature
a& the
concluslon of the 24 hours simulated use
test. ‘P
T* is the average tank temperature
at the
beginning of the 24 hours simulated
use
test. recorded
one minute
before the
first draw is initiated lF
and q, is the recovery efficiency
of the hot
water heater. dtmensionless.
6.1.6.
Acijustecd Daily
WaLer Hating
Energy Consumption.
The adjusted daily
water
heating
energy
consumption
Q,
takes into account that the temperature difference between the storage tank and surrounding ambient temperature
may sot be
the nominal value of 67.5-F (135.F - 67J’P)
due to the 1O’F allowable variation in &orage tank temperature.
135 r 5’F. and the
5-F allowable variation in surrounding ambient temperature
65’F to 70-F. The adjusted
daily water heating energy consumption
is
computed as

Edition)
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---

C
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C,, is the specific heat 01
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Ty is the average delivery temperature,
T. is the average inlet temperature. ‘P
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and p represents the density of water at the
average dellvery temperature. Ibm/gal
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where M, is the maSS withdrawn during th,e
first draw. Ibm
C,, is the specific heat of water at the average temperature
CT,,., +T,..,)/Z.
Btu/
Ibm’F
T,., is the average delivery temperature for
the first dran-. ‘F
T,., is the average Inlet temperature for the
first draw. ‘F
and Q, is the total energy used by the water
heater between cutout prior to the first
draw and cutout
following
the first
draw. including auxiliary energy such as
pilot lights. pumps. fans. etc.. Btu
6.2.2.2. Vanable Input Insfanfaneow
Heaters

M.C,tT..,..

efficiency

is com-

-T,,.,)

Q V.11”

where M. is the mas withdrawn during the
fourth draw. Ibm
C, is the specIflc heat of water, Btu/lbm
‘F
T ..,.. Is the average delivery temperature for
the fourth draw, ‘F
T,,., is the average inlet temperature for the
first draw. ‘F
and Q,.,,. is the total energy consumed immediately prior to the fourth draw and
cutout following
the fourth draw, including auxiliary energy such as pilot
lights. Btu

Efficiency

3’ factor.

!

recovery

rl..w* =

6.2.2.1. Fired Input Instantaneous Water
Heaters. The recovery efficiency
is computedas

‘1, I

where M, is the mass withdrawn during the
first draw. Ibm
C,, is the specific heat of water at the average temperature
(T..,., +T,,., V2. Btu/
lbm lF
T’,., is the average delivery temperature
for
the first draw, ‘F
T’,., ls the 8verage inlet temperature for the
first draw, ‘F
is the toLal energy used by the
and Q,.+
water heater between cutout prior to
the first draw and cutout following the
first draw, including
auxiliary
energy
such as pilot light. Btu
The minimum
puted as-

V(T,,-T,,,

where V represents the volume of water removed during the one hour continuous
draw. gal
6.X.

Q ..H.

-T,,)
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The recovery

efficiency

‘1. =

%,..

is computed

as-

+ ‘Ir.nl”
2

6.2.3. Dally Water Heating Energy Consumption
The daily water heating energy
consumption.
Q, is computed asQ=Q
where Q is the energy used by the flow actuated water heater during the 24 hour
simulated use test

Water

A modification
is needed to take into account that the temperature
difference
between the outlet water temperature
and
supply water temperature may not be equivalent to the nominal value of 77 ‘F (135
‘F-58
‘FL The following equations adjust
the experimental
data to a nominal 77 ‘F
temperature rise.
The energy used to heat water may be
computed 85-

For instantaneous
water heaters which
have a variable flring rate. two recovery efflciency values are computed.
one at the
maximum input rate and one at the minimum Input rate. The recovery efficiency
used in subsequent computations
is taken as
the average of these two values. The maxlmum recovery efficiency is computed ;Ls
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ITEM 8.
Z2l/CGA joint Water Heater
Subcommittee Meeting,
September 23-24, 1993
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM GAMA REGARDING
DEVELOPMENT OF “CATEGORY DETERMINATION”
COVERAGE FOR WATER HEATER STANDARDS

Action Requested
Consider adopting for distribution for review and comment suggested revisions to the
water heater and pool heater standards addressing “Categorization” and other related
coverage.
History
At its November

13-14, 1991 meeting, the 221 water heater subcommittee was informed
by the American Gas Association Laboratories (AGAL) that the AGAL had certified gas
water heaters which produce condensation in the flue gases as part of normal operation.
The AGAL reported that it had conducted additional tests to certify such appliances to
the requirements of ANSI 221.10.3. The additional tests were similar to those specified
in the 221 boiler standard, ANSI 22l.13 (e.g, “condensate disposal systems”). In light of
this, the AGAL provided the subcommittee with suggested coverage to address such
appliances, similar to coverage in the 221.13 boiler standard.
After discussion’ the subcommittee endorsed the concept of developing “Categorization”
coverage for the water heater standards. The subcommittee agreed to have the
appropriate GAMA technical committee develop such coverage for the subcommittee’s
consideration at its next meeting.
.
In addition, at its November 1991 meeting, the subcommittee reviewed proposed
revisions to 221.10.1, 221.10.3, and Z21.56, in light of comments received. Some of the
proposals (dated June 1991) addressed (1) water heaters/pool heaters operating under
forced or induced draft venting systerns, and (2) fan-assisted water heaters/pool heaters,
installed indoors and vented horizontally through an outside wall. In addition’ the
subcommittee reviewed comments in response to the June 1991 revisions to 12.29.2,under
2.29, Wind Test, which proposed the following sentence be added:
“rf the water heater is designed to prevent the main burner from operating; under this
wind condition [40 mph], the wind shall be reduced to the highest value that will
allow the main burner to operate.”

(8-l)

After discussion, the subcommittee agreed not to recommend the above noted proposals
to the 221 Committee. Instead, the subcommittee recommended that the GAMA Water
Heater Division’s Technical Committee review these proposals during its development of
draft “Categorization” coverage for the water heater standards. Moreover, the
subcommittee requested GAMA to include in its consideration all comments and record
of discussion on the above proposals from the subcommittee’s November 1991 meeting.
The subcommittee then recommended the remaining June 1991 proposals to the 221
‘I
Committee.
At its September 21-22, 1993 meeting, Mr. Frank Stanonik (GAMA) reported that
suggested coverage on this subject was not available, since the Technical Committee of
GAMA’s Water Heater Division had not yet completed its assignment. He noted that
the technical committee had discussed the “Categorization” task and had identified some
issues relative to applying the current central furnace/boiler criteria to water heaters.
One issue identified was that the current criteria is based on a “70 percent flue loss test.”
This raises the issue of whether such a flue loss test should be adopted applicable to
water heaters.
Mr. Stanonik commented that the GAMA technical committee needed to address the
issues involved with applying the existing criteria to water heaters, before drafting and
recommending suggested coverage to the subcommittee.
In addition, Mr. Stanonik noted that the “Categorization” assignment impacts the
completion of the other tasks noted above, referred to the technical committee by the
subcommittee at its November 1991 m#eeting. After review, the subcommittee tabled this
subject pending recommendations from the GAMA Water Heater Division’s Technical
Committee.
Background

.

It is anticipated that a report from the GAMA technical committee on the above
subjects will be made available at this meeting.
June 1991 Proposals Held in Abevance
Attached are proposed revisions to 221.10.1, which were dated 1991 and were held in
abeyance at the subcommittee’s November 1991 meeting. Similar proposals to the
221.10.3 and 221.56 standards were also held in abeyance at that time, pending further
consideration and recommendations from the GAMA technical committee.

(8-2)
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The following
draft revisions
were adopted for distribution
for review and
comment by the Subcommittee
on Standards for Gas Water Heaters at .its June 19,
and were held in a.beyance at the subcommittee's
November
13-14,
1990 meeting,
These revisions
were based on the Standard for Gas Water
1991 meeting.
Volume I, Storage Water Heaters With Input Ratings of 75,000 Btu Per
Heaters,
Hour or Less, ANSI 221.10.1-1990,
and Addenda, ZZl.lO.la-1991,
and 221.10.lbThe revisions
were held in abeyance based on comments received and the
1992.
discussions
recorded under the minutes of the November 1991 meeting.
These
revisions
were referred
to the GYMA Water Heater Division's
Technical
Committee
for further consideration
and recommendations.
Additions
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(e-g., WM).
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